Members, Sponsored Participants, and Clearing Firms can access same-day executed trades and revise them for clearing through the Options Clearing Editor Web tool. All of the functionality below is encompassed in one easy-to-use screen.

**Trade Search and Filter Capabilities**

This advanced tool provides initial searching capabilities for client order ID, symbol, execution ID, account, broker ID and sub account. Search options can be further expanded to search by capacity, CMTA, put/call, position side and status. Each column can be selected and filtered for specific searches. See Figure 1.

**Execution Clearing Changes**

The Options Clearing Editor provides the opportunity to split an execution, or make changes to one or more executions at the same time. Once an execution is selected, a new window will slide up from the bottom of the screen displaying editable fields. See Figure 2.

**Review and Submit**

All edits are highlighted for review upon clicking the Review and Submit button. From this screen users may submit to the OCC or cancel changes.

Please contact your Director of Sales for a demonstration, or review the Options Clearing Editor Specification for step-by-step instructions.
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